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Ritual Brotherhood in Renaissance Florence investigates the meaning of fraternity in terms of the ritual relations created in
religious brotherhoods or confraternities during that period. The book focuses on the sociability of the confraternity as revealed in
the patterns of membership and in forms of ceremony. Florence's confraternities serve as a vehicle for examining the relationship
between ritual behavior and social organization. The text discusses the ways in which Florentines use forms of ritual to define,
protect, and alter their relations with one another. The book reviews the social relations in Renaissance Florence through the
structure of social relations, the politics of amity or enmity, and social relations in relation to economic exchange. Social
organization and ritual actions include confraternal organization, membership, symbolic fraternity, and the rites of community. The
book explores the company of San Paolo in the fifteenth century where the confraternity offers an introduction to the nature of
citywide community, its republican institutions, and its civic values. The book also examines traditional confraternities in crisis, the
nature of the disruptions that leads to the emergence of new confraternal organizations and values. In the sixteenth-century,
confraternities reveal major departures in ideology, ritual, and social organization. They have also introduced the principles of
hierarchy into confraternal membership, as well as a new ethic of obedience. The book will prove delightful reading for
sociologists, historians studying Florentine society, and researchers interested in the history of religious brotherhood and
confraternities.
Lumi riflessi o dir vogliamo concetti della Sacra Bibbia osservati ne i volumini non sacri, studii eruditi dell'abbate Don Filippo Piccinelli,...Ne'
boschi incantatinovelle per ragazziInamoramento de Rinaldo di Mont'albanoMemoria [Giosuè Starace, Pietro Malena]Biografia universale
antica e moderna ossia Storia per alfabeto della vita pubblica e privata di tutte le persone che si distinsero per opere, azioni, talenti, virtù e
delitti. Opera affatto nuova compilata in Francia da una6Biografia universale antica e moderna ossia Storia per alfabeto della vita pubblica e
privata di tutte le persone che si distinsero per opere, azioni, talenti, virtù e delitti. Opera affatto nuova compilata in Francia da una società di
dotti ed ora per la prima volta recata in italiano con aggiunte e correzioni. Volume 1. -65.]6Ritual Brotherhood in Renaissance
FlorenceAcademic Press

The fathers of modern freemasonry sought a classical pedigree for their rituals and forms of association. This volume
offers the first academic study of how freemasons writing in the first half of the 18th century deployed their knowledge of
antiquity to bolster this claim and how the creative literature of the period reflected their ideas. The scholarly investigation
of freemasonry is a relatively new phenomenon. The writings of active freemasons tend either to generate new masonic
myths or to focus on the minutiae of insignia, rank, and ritual. Only in the last 50 years have non-masons given serious
thought to freemasonry as a social practice and to its place within the intellectual and political life of Enlightenment
Europe and beyond. Study of masonic elements in literary texts lags much further behind. This volume offers the first
English translations of three mid-18th century comedies on female curiosity about this exclusively male order and shows
how they reflect contemporary attempts to forge a link with ancient mystery cult. The theatrical aspect of masonic ritual
and the ancient mysteries is examined in depth. This volume opens up important new ground in classical reception and
18th century theatre history.
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